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This week of the school year is always memorable
because in a 5 day window we have had the House
Swimming Gala and Christmas Concert Both of
these events showed SAIntS at its best and the
talent on display has been incredible. (I do include
the Teachers' Band in this desciption!)
I wish everyone a happy and restful holiday. See
you all in 2019.

PTA
The Parent Teachers Association has had a great
start to the school year. with 13 members on the
executive committee. Thank you to all the parents
and staff who have given up their time to make
these events so successful.
We are always looking for more parents to help at
events and send us ideas for ways to improve.

Mr Kieron P. Smith, Head Teacher
If you would like to be added to the Whatsapp group
please send an email to PTA@saints.mw
Calendar Dates
January
6th
7th
7th – 18th
Dear Members of the SAIntS Family,
We have made it to the end of a tremendously
successful and memorable Diamond Anniversary
Year. I truly hope that the next 60 years will bring as
much inspiration to the lives of young people in
Malawi. As we enter the start of the next chapter,
we should be full of optimism for being fortunate to
be here as we witness exciting developments in the
Warm Heart of Africa.
This week work has begun on the next solar and
battery installation at school. A 10kW system for
Geography, English and Sixth Form plus an extension
to increase capacity in Girls' Boarding.

8th – 10th
14th
15th
18th
18th 7:00pm
19th

Boarders Return
Term Begins
Re-sit Exams
IGCSE, IAS & IAL January
2019 external exams
Intermediate rugby training
School Closed to students
due to staff training (INSET)
John Chilembwe Day
Netball tournament (Yr 13
Grad Ball fundraiser)
Quiz Night
Senior hockey fixture

2019 will see the return of our family fun day and
colour run. If you would like to help or have a stall at
this event please email cdoherty@saints.mw
PTA executive committee

Proud To be
Active ...

Well this could
be
the
meaning of PTA. Be it painting the speed bumps on
Brereton Drive, which was meticulously done by PTA
Executive member Vikesh Vanzara and his daughter,
Riya, be it feeding some three hundred students in
less than 30 minutes at the Inter-house Swimming

Gala (thanks to Simon, Christine, Vivienne, Brenda
and the Head Teacher himself), be it taking some
two hours to discuss how to spend the Development
Funds contributed by the parents - PTA is active, and
I am proud of the team!
This time we even can present some photos taken,
when Viskesh and Riya painted the bumps but you
all will have seen the change when driving along that
road. And definitely this colour will last longer than
all the burgers,
bacon and eggrolls
and hot dogs which
have been sold
despite the impact
it had.
And by being so
active, we never
introduced the new
team to you, so
here we go. What I like most about this team is its
diversity of nationalities and worldviews beyond all
their commitment.
Olav Schmidt (Chair)
Linda Poya (Vice-Chair)
Vivien Bertrand (Secretary)
Shemeen Tarmahomed (Treasurer)
Chloe Doherty (Teacher)
Christine Schmidt

Brenda Mothsewa

Sixth Form have a new tie!

Mirriam Nsomba
Peter Narkotey (Teacher)
Simon Dean
Sobhuza Ngwenja
Dr. Stephen Harrison (Teacher, SLT)
Vikesh Vanzara
Zahira Mahomed
By the way our former chair, Mr. Gase Motshewa is
a now a member of the Board of Governors congratulations. And to mention another
outstanding person, Mrs. Sarah Samanyika has been
on the Executive for 8 years! Thanks to them and all
former members of the Executive for your efforts!

Olav Schmidt

To end our 60th Diamond Year, our Sixth Form
students have a newly designed tie that now
features representations of their house. As leaders
in their houses, our sixth formers now have a
distinctive tie that shows their ‘true colours’ when
walking around school. The new tie has been
received well and we thank our student body for
their contributions during the process. We are
introducing the tie on a replacement basis so
current students in year 12 & 13 do not need to buy
a new one unless they wish to do so. Students can
purchase them from Mrs Mukadam or Mrs Gani at
the usual price of MWK 8,000.

PTA Chair

Mr Peter Stubbs

Looking forward to seeing you - at the Christmas
Carol Concert and through the various events
coming up in the new year!
Wishing you all the best for the festive season and
for the year to come.

Director of Sixth Form

QuizYear 7 Science Assessment

Quiz Night - Save the Date
We will be hosting a quiz night at school on Friday
18th January. This is to help raise funds for the
Michiru Nature Sanctuary to improve/update the
Picnic/Camping site. As many of your children will
have been there with Duke of Edinburgh, and
hopefully lots more will go in the future, we hope to
put in a water supply and improve the toilets and
braai facilities.
There will be drinks and snacks available. 7pm for
7.30 start. There will be standard general knowledge
some more unusual rounds too.

At SAIntS, assessment isn’t just about passing tests.
The Year 7 students have been applying their
knowledge of cell structure by building models of
cells. A huge variety of models have been handed in
made from a range of materials. Mr. Mkandawire
was especially delighted with the model made from
cake which the class then ate! Before they started
work the students were given the assessment
criteria so they knew what was required and what
their teacher would be looking for when marking
their model. Some classes will have used “peer
assessment” techniques where they mark each
other’s models based on the criteria provided. This
allows the students to develop self assessment skills
as through judging the work of others they can gain
an insight into their own learning.

2000K per person (1000 for students/children).
Maximum team of 4 (more will incur penalties....)

They will form part of a panel who will give their
impressions about the report and will be involved in
a question and answer session with the audience.
The national dialogue is intended to discuss ways of
accelerating efforts to address multi dimensional
child poverty in Malawi. Several speakers from
government, civil society organizations, donor
community, and the private sector have also been
invited to share their perspective during the
dialogue. SAIntS are honoured to be invited to take
part in this and are looking forward to reporting
back on the event next term.

An early Christmas for Ndirande house

Prizes and a sense of pride for the winners!
Hope to see you there.
Michael Wagner (D of E coordinator).

National Dialogue On Child Poverty in Malawi
th

This Friday, 7 December, Mrs Grant and two Year
13 African Union club members and History students
will be participating in a multi-stakeholder national
dialogue on child poverty in Malawi, organized by
the National Statistical Office of Malawi and UNICEF.
The event is being held at the Mount Soche Hotel.

The house of Dragons has spent this term raising
funds for their new charity Yamikani house. This is
an orphanage in Limbe currently home to about 16
children, spanning through the ages of 2-18. These
children are re-located to the establishment by the
Ministry of Social Welfare due to abuse, lack of

financial care, and the loss of their parents. All
children within the institution attend private schools
to ensure they are well educated and provided the
tools necessary to be self-reliant.

involve painting it and making different teaching and
learning resources for the orphanage. We are
hoping to build strong links by arranging more visits
to give an opportunity for our students to get
involved in the project. If anyone is interested in
helping with this project, please contact Riya R the
House Charity prefect or Mr. Gunda the House
Manager.

Combined results of the junior, intermediate and
senior competitions will be announced during the
end of term Whole School Assembly. A special
award for the most accomplished public speaker will
also be presented, acknowledging the heights to
which students can aspire for future competitions.
We are proud of the independent efforts of our
students, who reflect the school's dedication to
tackling society’s issues with wit and integrity.
Mr Simon Oulton

SAINTS PUBLIC SPEAKING COMPETITION

Whole School Literacy Co-ordinator

A celebration of oration
“A mature society understands that at the heart of
democracy is argument” Salman Rushdie
During SAIntS Competition Week twelve senior
students participated in the annual Public Speaking
Competition. The senior round represented the
culmination of the House Public Speaking
competition, following junior and intermediate
competitions last term.
As a house, Ndirande had a bake sale from which
they managed to raise about MK100,000 in just
15minutes! From this money they were able to buy
different Christmas presents ranging from stationery
to some treats. During the visit, students from
Ndirande managed to identify a few more areas
which they would like to help in the next two terms.
One of the major projects that the students will
undergo will be refurbishing the nursery and this will

Students pondered the question “Should Malawian
families be subject to a two-child policy?” The
challenging nature of the question prompted indepth research by students and resulted in some
illuminating speeches. Judges were impressed by
the way students brought to bear their own beliefs
and theories on the subject. Crucially, we learned
that contentious issues can only ever be resolved
through intelligent and dispassionate debate: skills
which rely as much on listening as speaking ability.

Year 12 drama 'Metamorphosis'
by Steven Berkoff

Mr Troughton and Ms Doherty were so proud of the
excellent achievement of the Year 12 A-level drama
students this term. Their work culminated in an
excellent performance of Berkoff's adaptation of
Franz Kafka's 'Metamorphosis'
The work was sophisticated, intelligent and moving.
The students performed at a level of maturity which
astounded the audience.
Well done.

Year 7 Poetry

Though they are not very far from the rest

Love

In English, Year 7 students have been studying a unit
on Poetry. As part of our studies, we were looking
at various poetic forms. As such, we explored some
Shakespearean sonnets. The students were then
invited to compose their own sonnets. Not only did
they have to write 14 lines of poetry about
something or someone they love but they also had
to express themselves using Iambic Pentameter and
adhere to a strict rhyme scheme. Enjoy reading
some of their attempts at this challenging poetic
form!

They are pretty far away from hearing booing.

by Darwyn M and Anna W

Soccer
by Mohammed K

A lot of people love to play soccer
The important part is when you score.
A type of player that doesn`t do well is a walker
But there are so many players who want more.
The best players are mostly skilful girls
But the other best players are the boys.
And the younger ones sit and make swirls.
Their siblings sit and watch with their toys.
The England National Team is definitely the best.
They all really know what they are doing

If you win an important match everybody screams
And then you get to go out for ice cream.

Oh, I love food it’s the love of my life!

My dogs

My senses pick up the detailed smell.

by Amélie W

I cut into the icy cake with a knife.

They ruin our beautiful plants outside,

I cannot wait for the great dinner bell.

They bite my small hands and scratch my long legs

I share a kiss with my pasta and sauce

They like to eat a lot then run and hide

My joy is eating by warm candle light.

They pull off our nice clothes and chew the pegs.

I sit down and wait for my dinner course.

They jump on me when I come back from school

My parents object to eating all night.

They sit on chairs and make them dirty.

The food that I hate does taste very fake.

They can’t swim and they won’t jump in the pool.

I’m scared of the time our pantry runs out.

My dogs are young and not old like thirty

But then I drop my precious plate; it breaks

They are sometimes mischievous and naughty

And when I am ill, all I do is pout.

They might also growl and bark at night time

Fresh bread and biscuits, I eat them and sit.

But they like to run around and be sporty

All my food, I love it more than a bit!

And they also protect me at my bedtime.
I love my dogs to the moon and back
I will love them even if they break my rucksack.

Manan P (10S), Alexander O (7S), Nadia S (9C),
Zinedine R (9M), Kilian M (7C), Wade W (10C), Wiza
M (9C), Momcilo R (10S), Slomo Z (9C), Alva B (7N),
Julianie O (7M), Mohammed K (7N), Amelie W (7S),
Atiyyah N (9S), Clara U (7M), Deborah S (9M),
Laaiqah Y (7S), Sebastien M (7N), Tawonga S (10C)
and Yaameen Y (10S).

Football Sonnet
by Isaac M and Shayyan C

When I win a football match I feel rad
I try to score a goal in every game
If I foul someone I feel quite mad
The game is bad when we play in the rain
The pleasure of winning is really cool
The manager shouts when we lose matches
But losing a game treats you like a fool
We all smile when the goalkeeper catches.
When I get skilled I feel pathetic
My favourite football player is Messi
If you score goals your team is angelic
No one can bend the ball like great Jesse.
Overall we like the game it’s so sweet
If you watch it live you’re in for a treat.

After 12 days of hard work to complete a huge
amount of Maths successfully, our Future Stars
accumulated 8,424 medal points in 424 effort hours.
Saint Andrews International High School finished on
6th position in Africa, a point shy of the 5th position.

Mr Jabuani Walasi

We are so thrilled to see so many students getting
involved and contributing to the Challenge results.
The Challenge was exciting and fun because of this
high level of engagement - thank you to all the
teachers, students and parents who made this
possible.

The Inaugural Thompson Shield

The Mathematics Department is incredibly proud of
the efforts and extremely impressed with the energy
and achievement of the following 20 SAIntS students
who earned Gold Medals, 10 of which were earned
on the last day of the competition;

Head of Mathematics

Friday 30th November 2018
Mr. Dave Thompson was the
former Deputy Headmaster
of SAIntS and the ViceChairman of Malawi Cricket
Union. He played an
instrumental role in helping
to nurture cricket and so, as
a tribute to his tremendous work, we organised an
annual Shield Match between SAIntS and The
Cricket Academy (MCU). This is also a good way of
ensuring that cricket will be played at school long
after we are gone.
For all the days leading up to this match, the only
thing on our mind was the weather. Rain was
forecast throughout the week and that was the case.
As a result, we were unable to use the actual cricket

pitch but had to resort to using a mat on top
instead. This proved to be catastrophic for us later
on. Luckily on the day itself there wasn’t any heavy
rain. The match was on.
The game was preceded by a customary toss, which
we lost. We were put out to field first. For the first
six overs, we were 2 men short for various reasons.
This didn’t help as we were leaking quite a few runs
at 9 an over. With the help of some good bowling
from Aryan and Manan as well as an improvement
in our fielding, we were able to bring the run rate
down to 6 an over. Not bad. All we needed were
wickets, which eventually came from Aryan and
Kush. Another wicket fell from Nishant’s bowling
and that resulted in an eye-catching celebration.
Then the wickets ran dry for the time being, much
like the weather. Uzair came in and to bowl and
took a wicket and later on I introduced myself with
two wickets. This was only enough to restrict TCA to
139 runs. Mind you fielding in these conditions was
as good as taking a dive in a bog.
The target could be achieved with a measly 7 an
over. Easy pickings for a squad of our calibre, right?
Or so we thought. A relentless bowling attack from
TCA left us in a dire state in the first five overs,
losing five wickets for barely 20 runs. What was
worse, the weather gods decided to bring out the
rain. Making playing on a mat effectively figure
skating. Despite all of this Aryan and I held off for a
50-run partnership. This lasted until the 12th over.
The runs just weren’t coming and something had to
give. Aryan lost his wicket and soon Sanskar and I

followed suit. The drizzle wouldn’t end, the dark
clouds just wouldn’t go away. But surely every cloud
has a silver lining? Turns out, yes! Kush (Yr9) and
Manan (Yr10) had a wonderful, quickfire partnership
at the death of our innings to take our total to 110.
Helping us avoid embarrassment but not defeat.
It may have hurt seeing the other team wear the
medals and lift the trophy we organised. But,
nonetheless we have a lot to look forward to. As the
final few overs of our innings showed, the future of
SAIntS Cricket looks bright. After all, we are only just
getting started and that is thanks to Mr. Griffiths
and Mr. Phillips. Without their support, we quite
frankly wouldn’t be playing cricket for school.

opportunities offered by tertiary education, leading
to such careers. Commenting later, our students
write:
“It was definitely an experience I enjoyed. To see
such a beautiful modern school in my home country
was amazing. The facilities, the classrooms; all of
these had me thinking of attending MUST in the
next year” (Trinity K)

In the end if anything, this match taught us that we
shouldn’t try to run before we can walk. But when
we do start running, it will be quite a run.
By: Shiv H. P (School Captain)

Lower Sixth Form Science and Mathematics
Students Visited the Malawi University of
Science and technology (MUST)
On Friday November 2018, a group of Physics and
Mathematics students from Year 12 visited the
Malawi University of Science and Technology
(MUST). Led by Mr Narkotey and Mr Mkandawire,
our students had the opportunity to experience a
University environment and to explore the various
career pathways in Science and Engineering and the

“The MUST experience was extremely fun and
exhilarating. The level of development is extremely
admirable” (Nishant M)
“The trip to MUST was an enjoyable and educational
experience. The standard of architecture made me
feel as if I was in any Advanced Country. I look
forward to visiting again” (Melvin M)
We hope to make this trip an annual event as this
has definitely aroused the interest of our students in
Further education
Mr Peter Narkotey

House competition week
Swimming gala
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insights into the unique privilege of hosting this
event will be revealed in your forthcoming edition of
The Fisherman.

SAIntS Swimming Gala 2018

The competition week continues to be a success at
SAIntS giving our students an opportunity to display
their different skills attained in house. There was a
wide range of competitions from Public speaking to
netball and the week had a spectacular ending with
the yearly inter-house swimming gala. Here are
some of the results from the competitions;

Junior Mixed Netball
Teams A

3rd

4th

1st

2nd

Junior Mixed Netball
Teams B
Senior Girls Netball
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3rd
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th

Intermediate Boys
Basketball
Senior Public Speaking
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Parents and guardians were welcomed to SAIntS’
pool on Saturday 1st December for the annual
swimming gala. Those of you who have enjoyed this
spectacle in the past will remember the sights and
sounds of the cream of SAIntS’ aquatic crop rising to
the challenge for house honours. This year was no
exception and – with metronomic efficiency – the PE
Department put on an exhibition worthy of David
Hockney.
A total of seventeen kilometres were swum; the
overall winner was Ndirande, collecting house
honours after a close-fought battle with their rivals.
Details of records broken, victors ludorum and

The festivities were brought to a conclusion by the
traditional raft race, reflecting the unsinkable
optimism of Heads of House. In the end, Ndirande’s
Mr Gunda conquered the combined might of lions,
eagles and warriors, bedecked in house colours.

Events such as the swimming gala could not be
organised without the generous participation of the
PTA, staff, parents and guardians and, of course, the
students, whose dedication is an example to us all.
Mr Simon Oulton

Message from the Head of Boarding
On behalf of the Boarding Team, I would like thank
you our dear parents/guardians for the support you
have rendered to the Boarding family for the past
fourteen weeks of the term and I believe you will
continue to support us for the betterment of our
learners.
Christmas holiday

Christmas Dinner
On Saturday, December 1st, our Boarders were treat
to an early Christmas dinner in the School dining hall
and later on to a Christmas disco in the Drama
studios.

During the event, different and colourful Christmas
gifts exchanged hands amongst the boarding family
members.
On behalf of the Boarding team, I would like to
thank The Head Teacher and Deputy Head (welfare)
for gracing the event and all individuals members
who worked so hard in order to make our Christmas
dinner a memorable one, a
special mention should also
go to Mrs. Perino and her
kitchen staff for preparing
us a wonderful and
delicious meal for the
night and not forgetting our
cheerful Santa – Mr. Mbwana
Manda.
Indee

The Christmas holiday will commence from Friday,
December 7th to Saturday, January 7th, 2019 and we
expect our Boarders to be in their respective
boarding houses on Sunday, January 6th. Please take
note that our first meal to be served on the return
day will be dinner and normal classes will resume on
Monday, January 7th 2019.
Upon resumption, our Boarders should have in
possession their full School uniform, proper school
shoes, all boarding necessities, PE kit, House colours,
Books and Planners ready for 2nd term.

January excursion
The Boarding department in conjunction with Mr. R.
Maclean will this coming January organise a onenight experience at Ng’ona Lodge in Chikwawa and
our Boarders are expected to contribute the sum of
Mk20,000.00 for accommodation and tour. For
more information, please contact us through our
boarding contact details below:
boarding@saints.mw or Boarding Hotlines.
(+265)880720897/888 591 581/888 591 571.
Lastly, the Boarding management would like to wish
all our parents/guardians and Boarders a wonderful
Christmas holiday.

Christmas Concert
If you missed the concert this week, then you
missed a wonderful evening of music with talent
particularly noticeable in the lower school. The
massed Year 7 and 8 choir belted out the tunes and
our teachers' band treated us to a moment of
perfect pop!

